Darshanika Siddhanta

1. Learning and Teaching methodology available in Samhita- Tantrayukti, Tantraguna, Tantradosha, Tachchilya, Vadamarga, Kalpana, Arthashraya, Trividha Gyanopaya, teaching of Pada, Paada, Shloka, Vakya, Vakyartha.
2. Comparative study of Principles of Ayurveda and Shad Darshanas.
3. Literary Research : Introduction on Manuscriptology- Definition and scope, collection, conservation, cataloguing, Data mining techniques, searching methods for new literature and search of new concepts in available literature, Methods for searching internal and external evidences about authors.
4. Introduction and Application of Nyaya (Maxims),
5. Interpretation and correlation of concepts in Manusmriti, Arthasastra etc
6. Definition of Siddhanta, types and applied examples in Ayurveda. Introduction to the Adhara bhoota siddhanta of all branches of Ayurveda
7. Conceptual aspect of different Pramanas/Pariksha (Pratyaksha, Anumana, Atopicdesha,Yukti and Upamana)

Prayogika Siddhanta

1 Application and Analysis of various fundamental principles: Tridosha, Triguna, Purusha and Atmanirupana, Shatpadartha, Ahara-Vihara. loka-purusha samya,Panchmahabhuta,Pilupaka, Pitharpaka,Tantrayukti, Nyayas (Maxims)and SrishtiUtpatti.
2 Comparison between methods of research in Ayurveda(Panchavayava vakya) and contemporary methods in Health sciences.
3 Principles and analysis of Karya –Karana sidhanta, its utility in advancement of research in Ayurveda.
4 Analysis and application of Pramanas/Pariksha in Ayurvedic Research
5 Scientific writing and publication skills
   • Familiarization with publication guidelines-Journal specific and CONSORT guidelines
   • Different types of referencing and bibliography
   • Research articles structuring: IMRAD(introduction, methods, results and discussions
   • Contents and structure of thesis/dissertation
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